Installation guide

Veria Mirrorheat

[English]
Product specifications – Veria Mirrorheat

Veria Mirrorheat is a heating foil used for keeping
your bathroom mirror mistfree.
To avoid damaging the mirror, it must be ensured
that the wall is solid and dry. Furthermore the mirror
should be fixed only on en even surface

Operating voltage:

230 V

Output:

See label

Output/m²:

200W/m²

IP class:

IP44

Never affix anything on the mirror, that can prevent
the heat from being released.

Please comply with the following rules in order to ensure a safe and flawless use:
The cable wiring must be covered and inaccessible, and in compliance with local safety
standards and regulations.
The heating foil must be connected by an autorised electrician.
Stationary appliances without a means of all pole disconnection from the power supply
must have a disconnect device incorporated in the fixed wiring circuit.
Do not cut, pierce or fold the foil.
Metal parts surrounding the mirror must be earthed and comply with regulations.
Multiple foils fitted to a single mirror should be wired in parallel. Ensure that power supply
is sufficient to take the load. Do not overlap foils.
The power cable cannot be replaced. If the cable is damaged, the item should be
discarded.
The Veria Clickmat floor heating system is to be supplied through a residual current
device having a rated residual operating current not exceeding 30 mA.

[English]
Installation guide – Veria Mirrorheat

1. If the mirror is flush to the wall cut a recess in
the wall to house the terminal moulding.
2. Mark back of mirror where foil is to be fitted.
Ensure that mirror is clean and dry.
3. Peel off protective release paper.

4. Position one edge of the foil on the mirror back,
apply pressure evenly as the foil is gradually
lowered on to mirror back.

5. Connect the wiring to the lighting circuit or a
separate switch.
6. Re-attach mirror to the wall.

Proof of Warranty

[English]

A 2 year warranty is hereby provided for:
Name:

Telephone:

Address:

Postcode Town:

Please note!
The VERIA warranty is only valid if the following details have been filled in correctly. The
proof of warranty must be retained by the purchaser.
The heating foil is installed by:

Date:

Connected by::

Date:

Article code (see label):

Stamp:

2 years
Warranty
by Veria

VERIA
Ulvehavevej 61
7100 Vejle,
Denmark
www.veriafloorheating.com
E-mail: mail@veria.dk

Notes:

Garantibevis

[Dansk]

Det ydes herved 2 års garanti til:
Navn:

Telefon:

Adresse:

Postnr. + by:

Vennligst bemærk!
VERIA Garantien gælder kun hvis nedenstående er korrekt udfyldt. Garantibeviset skal opbevares af køber

Varmefolien er installeret af:

Dato:

Tilkobling er utført af:

Dato:

Artikkelnummer (se label på folie):

Stempel:

2 years
Warranty
by Veria

VERIA
Ulvehavevej 61
7100 Vejle,
Danmark
Web: www.veria.dk
E-mail: mail@veria.dk

08090406 0114

